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PAL$ave Program Year In Review
2022 / 2023

TOP 3 SAVINGS LEADERBOARD
(Cumulative estimates)

1. Butler University
   $171,094 saved

2. Marian University
   $166,205 saved

3. Trine University
   $148,745 saved

TOP 3 NEW SAVINGS
(Dollars saved in 2022-23)

1. Trine University
   $29,571 saved

2. Anderson University
   $26,350 saved

3. Manchester University
   $16,210 saved

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
(This academic year)

Student Success
99%
Students reporting positive or neutral impact on studies with zero-cost resources

99%
Students reporting positive or neutral impact on grades with zero-cost resources

Course Transformations
88
Course transformations supported with Course Redesign Grants

OER Awareness, Education, & Engagement
7 Workshops

62 Reviews Written
4.6 / 5 Average Review Rating

Estimated Student Savings

$164,765 (Avg. of $57.13 per student)

GOAL: $1,000,000

Content Production

15 Textbook Creation Grant projects in progress and one complete, "The Bible and Music" by James McGrath!

All PALNI schools have participated in PAL$ave!